The Review Status page gives reviewers a snapshot of the filer’s report progress and review status. From this page, reviewers can record/view extension information and manage the reviewers for a specific report.

1. Check **Report Progress** to track the filing and review progress of a disclosure.
2. Click **View/Record Extension** to record, view, edit or delete an extension. The disclosure due date changes as extensions are recorded. DAEO/DAEO ECs and SLC/SLC ECs may record extensions for OGE 278 reports. 450 Certifiers/450 Certifier ECs may record extensions for OGE 450 reports.
3. Click **Admin Close** when further processing of the SF 278 or OGE 450 is not appropriate.
4. Show/Hide **Review Chain Controls** toggles (alternates) the display of the Add Reviewer and Change buttons.
5. **Review Chain Audit Trail** to verify the Review Chain Audit History.
6. Click **Add Reviewer** to add an additional person to review the disclosure. Additional reviewers can End Review but cannot eSign.
7. Click the envelope icon to send an automatic message from FDM asking the selected reviewer to review this disclosure.
8. **Reviewer Types:**
   - **Organizational** (default) reviewers associated to the Filer’s Org Unit.
   - **Individual** indicates filer’s organizational reviewer was replaced.
   - **Additional** indicates an additional person was asked to review this disclosure.
9. A crossed out **Review Date** indicates that the report was amended after you eSigned and needs to be reviewed once again.
10. Click **Change to:**
    - Change the currently assigned reviewer
    - Record the reviewer signed the disclosure outside of FDM
    - Bypass the reviewer’s FDM review of the disclosure.